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DICTA

Upon Information and Belief
Amending the Constitution
Considerable interest in re-writing or amending the Colorado Constitution has been evidenced during the past two months. There are
before the Constitutional Amendments Committees of the Colorado
House and Senate, over thirty proposals for amendments to the Constitution. Some of these are, of course, duplicates, but there are a sufficient
number of individual suggestions before these committees which if separately enacted, would go far toward changing our fundamental law.
There are also before these committees proposals to call a constitutional
convention. One group of able advocates recommends the calling of a
convention to re-write in its entirety the Colorado Constitution.
Another group of able advocates recommends placing on the ballot several amendments to the Constitution aimed at those provisions about
which there is the greatest discussion. There are others who, regardless
of whether or not a call for a constitutional convention be placed on the
ballot, feel that it is necessary to place certain amendments on the ballot
at the next election. These persons argue that there are certain fundamental issues which must be determined before a constitutional convention will know what provisions to write into the new constitution, and
also that in view of the length of time that it will take to call a constitutional convention and adopt a new constitution and the possibility that
the new constitution might even then be rejected, certain of the major
amendments should be made immediately and without regard to a constitutional convention.
We trust that the voice of the lawyers will be heard in the discussion of what amendments are to be placed upon the ballot.
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is not the only place where the amount and accuracy
of striking power tells the story of defeat or victory. * Democracy's power over the imagination and hearts of men springs to a
large extent from the acceptance of its peoples of the thousands of
rules of law which govern their conduct. Extension of democracy
will mean acceptance of many of its rules of law. * Every lawyer
prides himself on his skill in using these rules of law to secure a
just result. .Apart from any question of securing a livelihood, there
is a thrill in mastering a legal question. o The task of mastering
a legal question is made easier by the use of American Jurisprudence. This modern text treatment of the more than four hundred
titles in the law furnishes:
BATTLE

1.

Well-stated rules, many of them in the exact language
of the cited cases.

2. A statement of the reason for the rule without which a
full understanding would be impossible.

3.

Well-illustrated exceptions which guard against improper application.

4.

Cautions as to limitations inherent in the rule

itself.

Put the power of American Jurisprudenceto work for you in your
office. You will find in it a powerhouse of ideas which will help
you solve your legal problems. e Write either publisher to furnish you a brochure describing this standard set.
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